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1. INTRODUCTION
Let m be a positive integer and let N. 0.m// be the normalizer of  0.m/ in
PSL.2;R/: The normalizer N. 0.m// was studied for the first time by Newman
in [8]. A complete description of the elements of N. 0.m// is given in [2]. Es-
pecially, a necessary and sufficient condition for N. 0.m// to act transitively on OQ
DQ[f1g was given in [1]. Moreover, the signatures and therefore the parabolic
class numbers of some subgroups of N. 0.m// were calculated in [1], [5], and [6] .
In this study, we introduce a subgroup of N. 0.m// and we calculate the parabolic
class number of this subgroup when m is a square free positive integer.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Let  be a discrete subgroup of PSL.2;R/: When x 2 R[f1g is a fixed point
of a parabolic element of , we say that x is a parabolic point of : We also call a
parabolic point of ; a cusp of :
The proof the following theorem is easy and can be found in [7] or [10].
Theorem 1. Let  be a discrete subgroup of PSL.2;R/ and assume that  is a
subgroup of finite index in : Let P be the set of the parabolic points of : Then P
is the set of the parabolic points of  and the parabolic class number of  is the
number of orbits of  on P .
c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By a Fuchsian group  we will mean a finitely generated discrete subgroup of
PSL.2;R/ the group of conformal homeomorphisms of the upper-half plane. The
most general presentation for  is
Generators:
a1;b1;    ;ag ;bg Hyperbolic
x1;x2;    ;xr El liptic
p1;p2;    ;ps Parabolic
with the relations
x
m1
1 D xm22 D :::::D xmrr D
gY
iD1
Œai ;bi 
rY
jD1
xj
sY
kD1
pk D 1:
We then say  has signature ( see [4] )
.g;m1;m2; ::::::;mr Is/:
s is the number of parabolic classes, i.e., of parabolic generators, and r is the number
of elliptic generators. The mi are the periods of :
A complete description of the elements of N.  0.m// is given in [2]. If we rep-
resent the elements of N.  0.m// by the associated matrices, then the normalizer
consists exactly of the matrices 
ae b=h
cm=h de

where e j .m=h2/ such that .e;m=h2e/ D 1 and h is the largest divisor of 24 for
which h2 j m with the understanding that the determinant of the matrix is e > 0: If
e j n and .e;n=e/D 1, we represent this as e k n and we say that e is exact divisor of
n: Thus we have
N. 0.m//D

a
p
q b=h
p
q
cm=h
p
q d
p
q

W detD 1I1 qI q k m
h2
I a;b;c;d 2Z

:
The following theorem is given in [1] and [11].
Theorem 2. Let m have prime power decomposition 2˛13˛2p˛33 ::::p
˛r
r : Then
N. 0.m// acts transitively on OQ if and only if ˛1  7;˛2  3;˛i  1; i D 3;4; :::; r:
If m is a square free positive integer, then
N. 0.m//D

a
p
q b=
p
q
cm=
p
q d
p
q

W detD 1I1 qIq kmIa;b;c;d 2Z

:
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Let   be modular group. In [3], we calculated parabolic class number of the
subgroup  0.n/\  N such that
  N D

a b
c d

2   W a d  0.mod N/or b  c  0.mod N/

and
 0.n/D

a b
c d

2   W c  0.mod n/

;
where .N;n/D 1 andN is a power of a prime number. And it is shown that parabolic
class number of this group is
N
X
d jn
'

d;
n
d

:
Let .m;n/D .m;N /D .n;N /D 1 and let   0 .n/ be defined by
  0 .n/D

a
p
q b=h
p
q
cm=h
p
q d
p
q

2N. 0.m// W c  0.modn/

and let   .m;N / be defined by
  .m;N /D fA 2N. 0.m// W a d  0.modN/ or b  c  0.modN/g :
Moreover, we define   0 .m;n;N / by   0 .m;n;N /D   .m;N /\  0 .n/. It is clear
that   0 .m;n;1/D  0 .n/. In this paper, we will show that the parabolic class number
of   0 .m;n;N / is
N
X
d jn
'

d;
n
d

when .m;n/ D .m;N / D .n;N / D 1 and N is a power of a prime number. In the
next section, we give five lemmas, which are necessary for our main theorem.
3. MAIN THEOREMS
From now on, otherwise stated, we will assume that m is a square free positive
integer and .m;n/D .m;N /D .n;N /D 1:
Lemma 1.
ˇˇ
N . 0.m// W   0 .m;n;N /
ˇˇD j 0.m/W 0.mnN/j
2
Proof. Let qjm: Since m is square free, .q;m=q/D 1: Thus it follows that
.qN 2; .m=q/n/D 1: Therefore there exist two integers x1 and y1 such that
qN 2x1  .mn=q/y1 D 1: Let
Aq D

N
p
q y1=
p
q
mn=
p
q Nx1
p
q

:
Then AA 1q 2  0.mnN/ for any
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AD

aN
p
q b=
p
q
cmn=
p
q dN
p
q

2   0 .m;n;N /:
Thus A 2  0.mnN/Aq: On the other hand, since .q;n.m=q/N 2/ D 1; there exist
two integers x2 and y2 such that qx2 n.m=q/N 2y2 D 1: Let
Bq D

x2
p
q y2N=
p
q
mnN=
p
q
p
q

:
Then we see that BB 1q 2  0.mnN/ for any
B D

a
p
q bN=
p
q
cmnN=
p
q d
p
q

2   0 .m;n;N /:
Thus it follows that B 2  0.mnN/Bq: It can be seen that  0.mnN/Aq1
¤  0.mnN/Aq2 and  0.mnN/Bq1 ¤  0.mnN/Bq2 for q1 ¤ q2: Moreover,
 0.mnN/Aq1 ¤  0.mnN/Bq2
for q1jm and q2jm: Thus it follows that j  0 .m;n;N / W  0.mnN/j <1 and it can
be shown that j  0 .m;n;N / W  0.mnN/j D 2tC1 where t is the number of the prime
divisor of m: Also we have
jN. 0.m// W   0 .m;n;N /j D
jN. 0.m// W  0.mnN/j
j  0 .m;n;N / W  0.mnN/j
D jN. 0.m// W  0.m/jj 0.m/ W  0.mnN/j
2tC1
Since jN. 0.m// W  0.m/j D 2t ; the proof follows. 
In view of the above lemma, it is seen that   0 .m;n;N / is finitely generated and
therefore it is a Fuchsian group.
Lemma 2. Let N D pr where p is a prime number and let k=s 2 OQ with pjs:
Then there exist some T 2   0 .m;n;N / such that T .k=s/D k1=s1 with .s1;N/D 1:
Proof. Since .m;N /D .n;N /D 1; we see that .mn;N 2/D 1 and therefore there
exist two integers x and y such that N 2x mny D 1: Let
T D

xN y
mn N

:
Then T 2   0 .m;n;N / and T .k=s/ D xNkCysmnkCsN D k1=s1 with s1 D mnkC sN: It
can be seen easily that .s1;N /D 1: 
Lemma 3. Let .k;s/D .s;N /D 1: Then there exist some T 2   0 .m;n;N / such
that T .k=s/D k1=s1 with s1jn:
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Proof. Let s1 D .s;n/ and q D .s;m/: Then s1 D .s;kn/ D .s;knN/: Moreover
.s;m=q/D 1; since m is square free. Therefore .s;knN m
q
/D s1 and thus there exist
two integers c1 and d1 such that sd1Cknmq Nc1D s1: Since .d1; .knm=s1q/N /D 1;
there exist some integer k0 such that
.d1  knm
s1q
Nk0; .m=q/nN
2/D 1:
Let
d D d1  knm
s1q
Nk0
and
c D c1C s
s1
k0:
Then kn.m=q/NcCsd D s1:On the other hand, .dq;cN 2.m=q/n/D 1 since .d;c/D
.d;.m=q/nN 2/D 1: It can be seen easily that .q;c/D 1: Therefore .dq;c.m=q/nN 2/
D 1: Thus there exist two integers x and y such that xdq  c.m=q/nN 2y D 1: Let
T D

x
p
q yN=
p
q
cmnN=
p
q d
p
q

:
Then T 2   0 .m;n;N / and
T .k=s/D qxkC sNy
cknmN Cdsq D
qxkC sNy
q.ckn.m=q/N Cds/ D
xkCN.s=q/y
.ckn.m=q/N Cds/ D
k1
s1
:

Lemma 4. Let .a1;d1/ D .a2;d1/ D 1 and d1jn: Then a1=d1 is conjugate to
a2=d1 under   0 .m;n;N / if and only if a1  a2.modNt/ where t D .d1;n=d1/:
Proof. Suppose that a1=d1 is conjugate to a2=d1 under   0 .m;n;N /: Then there
exist some T 2   0 .m;n;N / such that T .a1=d1/D a2=d1: Assume that
T D

a
p
q bN=
p
q
cmnN=
p
q d
p
q

;
where qjm: Then we have
aa1qCbNd1
cnmNa1Cdd1q D
a2
d1
and
adq bcn.m=q/N 2 D 1:
Since
a.cmnNa1Cdd1q/  cmnN
q
.aa1qCbd1N/D d1;
dq.aa1qCbd1N/ bN.cmnNa1Cdd1q/D a1q;
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and .d1;a1q/ D 1; we see that .aa1qC bd1N;cmnNa1C dd1q/ D 1. Therefore
there exist some uD˙1 such that
ua2 D aa1qCbNd1
and
ud1 D cmnNa1Cdd1q:
Since q.cn.m=q/Na1Cdd1/D ud1 and .q;d1/D 1; it follows that q D 1: Thus
ua2 D aa1CbNd1;
ud1 D cmnNa1Cdd1;
and
ad  bcnmN 2 D 1
From the above equations, we see that ua2  aa1.mod tN /; u  d.mod tN /; and
ad  1.mod tN /: Therefore a1 u2a2.mod tN /; which implies that a1 a2.mod
tN /: Now assume that
T D

aN
p
q b=
p
q
cmn=
p
q dN
p
q

;
where adN 2q bcn.m=q/D 1: Then we obtain
aa1NqCbd1
cnma1Cdd1qN D
a2
d1
:
Similarly, it is seen that .cnma1Cdd1qN;aa1NqCbd1/D 1: Thus there exist some
uD˙1 such that
ua2 D aa1NqCbd1
and
ud1 D cmna1Cdd1qN:
Since ud1 D q.cn.m=q/a1Cdd1N/ and .q;d1/D 1; it follows that q D 1: Thus
ua2 D aa1N Cbd1;
ud1 D cmna1Cdd1N;
and
adN 2 bcnmD 1:
From the above equations, we get
ua2  bd1.modN/;
ud1  cmna1.modN/;
and
bcmn 1.modN/:
This implies that a1  a2.modN/: In the same way we see that
ua2  aa1N.mod t /;
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u dN.mod t /;
and
adN 2  1.mod t /:
Thus we have a1  a2.mod t /: Since.t;N /D 1, it follows that a1  a2.mod tN /:
Now suppose that a1 a2.mod tN /; where t D .d1;n=d1/: Let n1D n=d1: Then
t D .d1;n1/ and .a1a2;d1/D 1: Therefore t D .a1a2n1;d1/: This shows that tN D
.d1N;a1a2n1N/: Since tN ja2 a1; there exist two integers x and y such that
n1a1a2NxCd1NyD a2 a1: Thus we obtain a1.n1a2NxC1/Cd1NyD a2: If we
take b D y and aD n1a2NxC1; we have aa1Cd1Nb D a2: Let c D n1d1x D nx
and d D 1 Nn1a1x: Then cNa1Cdd1 D d1: On the other hand, we see that
ad  bcN 2 D a.1 Nn1a1x/ bn1d1xN 2
D a  .aa1Cd1Nb/Nn1x D a n1a2Nx D 1:
Let
T .´/D a´CbN
cmN´Cd :
Then njc and therefore T 2   0 .m;n;N /. Moreover, we get
T .a1=d1/D aa1Cbd1N
cNa1Cdd1 D a2=d1:

The proof of the following lemma is easy and will be omitted.
Lemma 5. Let .a1;d1/D .a2;d1/D 1; d1jn; d2jn; where d1 and d2 are positive
integers. If a1=d1 is conjugate to a2=d2 under   0 .m;n;N /; then d1 D d2:
In the following, we give a lemma without proof, which we use later. The lemma
appears in [9], page 73, as problem.
Lemma 6. Let m and k be positive integers. Then the number of the positive
integers mk that are prime to m is k'.m/:
Theorem 3. Let p be a prime number and N D pr . Then the parabolic class
number of   0 .m;n;N / is
N
X
d jn
'

d;
n
d

Proof. It suffices to calculate the number of orbits of   0 .m;n;N / on OQ: By
Lemma 4 and Lemma 6, there exist N'..d; n=d// different orbits for each d j n:
Then from Lemma 2 to Lemma 5, it follows that the number of orbits of   0 .m;n;N /
on OQ is X
d jn
N'

d;
n
d

DN
X
d jn
'

d;
n
d

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
Corollary 1. Let p be a prime number. Then the parabolic class number of
  .m;pk/ is pk :
Corollary 2. The parabolic class number of   0 .n/ isX
d jn
'

d;
n
d

:
Let r be a natural number and let
  C0 .r/D

a
p
q b=
p
q
cr=
p
q d
p
q

W adq bcr=q D 1I1 qI q k r Ia;b;c;d 2Z

:
Then   C0 .r/ is a subgroup of the normalizer of  0.r/: Moreover, any element of
  C0 .r/ is an Atkin-Lehner involution of  0.r/: Recall that an Atkin-Lehner involution
wq of  0.r/ is an element of determinant 1 of the form
wq D

a
p
q b=
p
q
cr=
p
q d
p
q

for some exact divisor q of r: If hD 1; then   C0 .r/ is equal to N.  0.r//; where h
is the largest divisor of 24 such that h2jr . The following lemmas are well known and
their proofs can be found in [11].
Lemma 7.   C0 .r/ acts transitively on the set OQ DQ[f1g if and only if r is a
square-free positive integer.
Lemma 8. Let r D m=h2: Then N . 0.m// acts transitively on the set OQ if and
only if   C0 .r/ acts transitively on the set OQ:
Let r Dm=h2: Then, it is well-known and easy to see that
N. 0.m//D

1=
p
h 0
0
p
h

  C0 .r/

1=
p
h 0
0
p
h
 1
:
Assume that N . 0.m// acts transitively on the set OQ. Taking r Dm=h2 and
X D

1=
p
h 0
0
p
h

;
it is immediate thatXHX 1 is equal to   0 .m;n;N /, provided thatH D  0 .r;m;N /.
Therefore, we can give the following corollary easily.
Corollary 3. Suppose that N . 0.m// acts transitively on the set OQ and N D pk
for some prime p. Then parabolic class number of   0 .m;n;N / is
N
X
d jn
'

d;
n
d

:
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